Welcome!

Welcome to Southern California (SoCal) and OWASP AppSec USA 2010. In this guide
you will find the abstracts for all presentations. We hope you find the conference
informative and enjoyable. Please use this opportunity to take full advantage of all
this event has to offer, including the capture the flag contest, networking opportunities, party and getting to know new and exciting products.
Twitter: http://twitter.com/appsec2010
Twitter tag: #appsec2010
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Jeff Williams

Chairman, OWASP &
CEO, Aspect Security

Growing Security Ecosystems in a Culture of Insecurity
Software is simultaneously getting radically more critical, complex, and interconnected. This creates a perfect storm for attackers, who are having a field day with
our software. While we’ve done great things at OWASP, we are only just starting to
focus on the root of the problem. This talk will examine the culture of insecurity that
pervades our software markets and why we desperately need to foster security ecosystems. Whether you’re a small software company, an open source project, a large
corporation, or a national Government, we’ll explore techniques for getting security
ecosystems to bloom as well as the poisons that destroy them.

Jeff Williams is the founder and CEO of Aspect Security, specializing exclusively

in application security professional services. Jeff also serves as the volunteer Chair
of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP). He has made extensive contributions to the application security community through OWASP, including writing
the OWASP Top Ten Web Application Security Risks, WebGoat, Secure Software Contract Annex, Enterprise Security API, OWASP Risk Rating Methodology, and starting
the worldwide local chapters program. If nothing else, Jeff is probably the tallest
application security expert in the world and likes nothing better than discussing new
ideas for changing the way we build software.
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Chenxi Wang

Principal Analyst with Forrester Research

It’s a jungle out there: why current application security won’t save the day
Despite years of market education and evangelizing, application security remains a
small market. When attacks are concentrated at the application level, but application security spending stays at the bottom of organizations’ IT budgets, it’s a sad
state of affairs. The problem lies in that the current methods of achieving application security are neither efficient nor scalable. As a result, application security
fails to deliver values that are palatable to most businesses. Let’s face the facts:
Developers do not, and will not, write secure code; Time-to-market pressure is more
immediate than ever; A vast number of companies still use legacy applications laden
with vulnerabilities to deliver business values. Given that is the case, we, as a community, have a few things to work on. First of all, we need to climb out of the deep
bowls of IT and learn to look at things from the lenses of business risk – sometimes
the best course of action is not software remediation. Second and more importantly,
we need to innovate and revamp current application security technologies – think
more type safety, less human expertise. Only when application security can be
consumed in the same way factory workers consume manufacturing safety specifications, can we expect a widespread adoption. To this end, there are two research
topics with game-changing potentials: Automatic remediation of common flaws for
legacy apps, and secure development frameworks that help developers produce
secure software from the get go (without requiring developers becoming security
experts).

Dr. Chenxi Wang

is a Principal Analyst with Forrester Research, covering the
topics of Cloud Security and Application Security. This blog contains her views on
these topics. She cross-posts to Forrester’s Security and Risk team blog. Prior to
Forrester, Dr. Wang was Principal Scientist with KSR, Inc., and Associate Professor at
Carnegie Mellon University. Dr. Wang received her Ph.D. in Computer Science from the
University of Virginia.
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Bill Cheswick

Lead Member of Technical Staff, AT&T Research

Rethinking Passwords
Passwords and PINs are used everywhere these days, but their use is often painful.
Traditional password advice and rules are seldom appropriate for today’s threats, yet
we labor with the password rules and servers of yesteryear.
Strong passwords are weakening our security, and it is time to fix that. There are
numerous proposals for new password solutions. I will present a few half-baked ideas.
But there are good solutions available now.
We are facing much more worrisome security challenges: we ought to get this easy
stuff right.

Bill Cheswick

logged into his first computer in 1968. Seven years later, he was
graduated from Lehigh University in 1975 with a degree resembling Computer Science. Cheswick has worked on (and against) operating system security for over 35
years. He has worked at Lehigh University and the Naval Air Development Center in
system software and communications. At the American Newspaper Publishers Association/Research Institute he shared his first patent for a hardware-based spelling
checker, a device clearly after its time.
For several years he consulted at a variety of universities doing system management,
software development, communications design and installation, PC evaluations, etc.
Ches joined Bell Labs in December 1987, where he became postmaster and firewall
administrator and designer. In 1990 he published a paper on firewall design that
coined the word “proxy” in its current meaning. He followed this with “An Evening
With Berferd”, and then the publication of “Firewalls and Internet Security; Repelling
the Wily Hacker”, co-authored with Steve Bellovin. This book taught Internet security
to a generation of administrators. In 1998, Ches started the Internet Mapping Project
with Hal Burch. This work became to core technology of a Bell Labs spin-off, Lumeta
Corporation. Ches has pinged a US nuclear attack submarine (distance, 66ms).
During his sabbatical over the winter of 2007 he worked on science museum including an upgrade for the Liberty Science Center’s digital darkroom.
He joined AT&T Research in Florham Park in April 2007 and is working in security,
visualization, user interfaces, and a variety of other things. He is a frequent keynote
speaker at securty conferences.
Ches has a wide interest in science and medicine. In his spare time he reads technical
journals, hacks on Mythtv and his home, and develops exhibit software for science
museums. He eats very plain food---boring by even American standards.

Keynotes

In order of appearance

David Rice

Director, the Monterey Group

Upon the Threshold of Opportunity
In the late 1960s, pollution levels in the United States reached a breaking point.
Large corporations, by and large, had been unresponsive to environmental issues.
What followed was a series of less-than-satisfactory regulatory attempts to correct
for substantial environmental damage. Faced with serious and costly legacy issues of
industrialism, many companies stonewalled and delayed for much of the 1980s and
1990s, emphasizing legal compliance and reactionary practices. The turn of the century, however, appeared to have ushered in a fresh perspective in corporate America,
with companies like GE and Wal-Mart actively pursuing sustainability initiatives linked
to corporate performance, transforming crisis into opportunity. What happened?
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Within the story of U.S. pollution regulation lies important lessons for confronting the
equivalent of pollution in cyberspace – software vulnerabilities. To date, a series of
less-than-satisfactory regulatory attempts – such as PCI, SOX, and State data breach
laws – have been enacted to confront what appears to be widespread unresponsiveness by both software manufacturers and consumers on cyber security issues. Faced
with serious and costly legacy issues of poorly implemented software systems, many
companies continue to stonewall or delay software- and cyber-security programs emphasizing legal compliance and reactionary practices, but demonstrating no real improvement or a fresh perspective. What would it take to change this, to elicit a fresh
perspective; to turn the crisis of “pollution” in cyberspace into an opportunity?
This keynote highlights a possible fresh perspective, putting software security into
the context of social responsibility linked to corporate performance, and illustrating
how the software market stands upon the threshold of its greatest opportunity.

David Rice

is a globally recognized cybersecurity leader, Executive Director of
The Monterey Group, a strategic consulting firm, and Consulting Director for Policy
Reform at the U.S. Cyber Consequences Unit. Called upon by high-performance organizations for his ability to achieve, integrate, and drive deep corporate objectives
in the face of globalized competition, rapid technological advances, and increased
sophistication of cyber adversaries, David is a key figure shaping the discussion and
practice of cybersecurity.
Prior to his current roles, David served as an Global Network Vulnerability Analyst
for the National Security Agency and Special Duty Cryptologic Officer for the United
State Navy. The U.S. government recognized and awarded David for “significant contributions” to the Department of Defense and the National Security Agency for developing security configuration and design guidance for critical national infrastructure
and global networks. The Department of Defense, praises “(his) expertise in vulnerability discovery and countermeasure design,” designating it “exceptional and world
class.” The DoD commended David for “providing critical configuration and policy
guidance on current and emerging technologies, aiding decision makers and protecting sensitive information systems worldwide”.
David holds a Master of Science in Information Warfare and Systems Engineering
from the Naval Postgraduate School and is the author of the critically acclaimed
book, “Geekonomics: The Real Cost of Insecure Software.”
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HD Moore

Chief Security Officer, Rapid7

Metasploiting the Web
This talk will focus on how the lines between applications, networks, and users have
blurred over the last few years and how the Metasploit Framework has evolved to
exploit all three.
HD Moore is Chief Security Officer at Rapid7 and Chief Architect of Metasploit, the
leading open-source penetration testing platform. HD founded the Metasploit Project
in the summer of 2003 with the goal of becoming a public resource for exploit code
research and development. Prior to joining Rapid7 and continuing his work on the
Metasploit Framework, HD was the Director of Security Research at BreakingPoint
Systems, where he focused on the content and security testing features of the BreakingPoint product line. Prior to BreakingPoint, HD spent seven years providing vulnerability assessments, leading penetration tests, and developing exploit code.
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How I met Your Girlfriend: The discovery and execution of entirely new
classes of Web attacks in order to meet your girlfriend, Samy Kamkar
This includes newly discovered attacks: HTML5 client-side XSS (without XSS
hitting the server!), PHP session hijacking and random numbers (accurately
guessing PHP session cookies), browser protocol confusion (turning a browser into an SMTP server), firewall and NAT penetration via JavaScript (turning your router against you), remote iPhone Google Maps hijacking (iPhone
penetration combined with HTTP man-in-the-middle), extracting extremely
accurate geolocation information from a Web browser (not using IP geolocation), and more.
Solving Real-World Problems with an Enterprise Security API (ESAPI),
Chris Schmidt, ServiceMagic
Much time has gone into aggregating statistics and information about security vulnerabilities in enterprise applications on the internet. A lot of work
has also been done in creating software libraries and secure coding guidelines to mitigate vulnerabilities. The OWASP group has created an ESAPI that
is meant to act as a service provider of security to enterprise applications.
There is a lot of documentation and resources available on what an ESAPI is,
but there is not much information on how to actually implement an ESAPI to
mitigate a specific set of vulnerabilities in an application. This presentation
aims to provide information on how to use ESAPI to solve real-world security
problems in a clear and interactive way. Using ESAPI for Java and Javascript
I will demonstrate examples of vulnerabilities in simple web applications, describe the problem and solution, then fix the vulnerabilities. I will also discuss
the importance of developing the ESAPI to fit the business needs of the application.
The presentation will use OWASP ESAPI configured with the reference implementations for Encoding/Decoding, Encryption, Logging, and Validation.
For Authentication and Access Control a custom JAAS Implementation to
show how easy it is to implement business specific implementations into the
ESAPI framework.
CISO Panel
Panelists
• Ed Bellis, Orbitz
•

Ed Pagett, LPS

•

John Sapp, McKesson

•

John Dickson, Denim Group

Moderator: Richard Greenberg, Los Angeles Public Health

Abstracts – Day 1
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State of SSL on the Internet - 2010 Survey, Results and Conclusions, Ivan
Ristic, Qualys
SSL (TLS) is the technology that protects the Internet, but very little is actually known about its usage in real-life. How are the many Internet SSL servers
configured? Which CA certificates do they use? Which protocols and cipher
suites are supported? Answers to even these basic questions were either
unavailable, or restricted to the small number of organizations who could afford to fund such research.
In this talk we will present the first results of the SSL Survey project, which
is the most comprehensive SSL and TLS server configuration survey ever
undertaken. By using the deep assessment technology developed at SSL
Labs for over a year, we scan and analyze the majority of SSL servers on
the Internet. We will present the assessment methodology, the rationale, as
well as the results. The findings will be made freely available to the public. In
addition, we will also share the raw data with qualified security researchers.
SSL Labs (https://www.ssllabs.com), funded by Qualys, is a research effort
that focuses on SSL and TLS. Its other projects include: SSL threat model,
passive SSL fingerprinting, SSL client capability database, SSL server capability database, and SSL usage tracking.
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Threat Modeling Best Practices, Robert Zigweid, IOActive
A key lesson corporations have learned during these tough economic times
is the importance of maximizing security budgets to save money, time and
resources. A byproduct of this lesson is an increased demand for developing secure products from the start. Being late to market or investing critical resources in addressing bugs after release cost companies’ time, money
and reputation. Threat Modeling is a methodology designed to deliver secure
products from the onset. When used properly, threat modeling can help organizations avoid reputational loss, decrease money spent to repair broken or
compromised products, and save customers money.
In this presentation, Robert Zigweid, an expert in Threat Modeling and Secure Coding Practices, will discuss best practices for implementing threat
modeling, including when to begin threat modeling, how much threat modeling to perform, and who should be involved. Remember, threat modeling is
an ongoing process that doesn’t stop when a product is on the market. Attackers will not stop developing threats because a product has gone to market, so it’s critical that companies counter these threats and prevent attacks
throughout a product’s lifecycle.
By listening to this presentation, attendees will gain a better understanding
of the process of threat modeling and how to implement it at their organizations to cut costs and create more resilient products.
P0w3d for Botnet CnC, Gunter Ollmann, Damballa
The commercial hacking of Web applications used to be focused upon scraping backend databases in search for saleable confidential information. Today’s organized criminals are instead finding it increasingly lucrative to
P0wn Web servers and jury-rig them for hosting botnet command and control (CnC) – exploiting trust relationships and white-listing technologies, to
their manage fast growing botnets. The economics of subverting commercial
Web applications for CnC become more favorable every day.
This talk will cover the ways in which professional botnet operators target and
exploit vulnerable Web applications, how and why this vector is important for
their success in building and managing commercial botnets, and what the attacks look like in real life. By way of example, we’ll look at how popular botnet
packs like Zeus and SpyEye are deployed and operated by these professional
criminals, and what the repercussions were for their victims – both the botinfected hosts and and the Web application p0wn3d owners.
The timely discovery and remediation of the CnC infiltration is critical if Web
application are to remain off industry-wide blacklists and be locatable via
popular search engines. What does a CnC infiltration look like, how should

Abstracts – Day 1
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you clean it up, and how can you keep off the criminal’s radar in the first
place? Answers and tactics will be discussed in the talk.
Cloud Computing, A Weapon of Mass Destruction?, David Bryan and Michael
Anderson
Using cloud computing to attack systems allows for the testing of a company’s incident response and recovery program. NetSPI has been using the
cloud computing environment to test real world scenarios for different types
of attacks, such as Distributed Denial of Service, Flooding, and Packet Fragmentation. I will focus on attack types, what they are, and how they can be
used to disrupt service.
The Secure Coding Practices Quick Reference Guide, Keith Turpin, Boeing
The guide is a technology agnostic set of software security coding practices,
in a comprehensive checklist format, that can be integrated into the development life-cycle. At only 12 pages long, it is easy for development teams to
read and use. The coding practices are mapped to functional requirements,
so you can quickly locate the practices you need. It also provides a brief
introduction to security principles and vocabulary to help developers and
security folks get on the same page, but the focus is on requirements not
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vulnerabilities or exploits. This presentation will provide an overview of the
guide and discuss some concepts about how to use it.
Smart Phones with Dumb Apps: Threat Modeling for Mobile Applications,
Dan Cornell, Denim Group
Enterprises are targeting both internal users and customers with smartphone
applications for platforms such as Apple iPhone and Google Android. Many
of these applications are constructed without fully considering the associated security implications of their deployment. Breaches can impact both
users as well as the enterprise distributing the application as attackers take
advantage of expanded access to sensitive data and network services. Threat
Modeling is an established practice used to identify potential security issues
before starting development and holds promise for organizations developing
leading-edge smartphone applications. This talk discusses emerging threats
associated with deploying smartphone applications and provides an overview of the Threat Modeling process. The presentation then walks through
specific examples of how Threat Modeling can be most effectively used in the
development of smartphone applications, helping proactively address potential design-level security issues that can be expensive and challenging to fix.
Assessing, Testing and Validating Flash Content, Peleus Uhley, Adobe
Businesses need to understand how Flash content integrates with their site
and how to validate that it is secure. This presentation will discuss the tools
and techniques that are currently available for applying security best practices to the software development life cycle process for Flash applications.
Resources for furthering your knowledge and tracking important updates will
also be provided.
OWASP Projects, Dinis Cruz, OWASP
The state of the OWASP Foundation Union is a very important talk that defines what we have accomplished and what is to be accomplished in 2011+
Dinis will focus on the status updates and practical uses of many of the key
OWASP Projects
This talk will summarize the result of the OWASP Summit and provide an
update to all attendees of the event.
Panel Discussion: Security Trends
Panelists
• Jeremiah Grossman, Whitehat Security
•

Robert Hansen, SecTheory

•

Eric Chien, Symantec

Moderator: Stuart Schwartz

Abstracts – Day 2
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Security Architecting Applications for the Cloud, Alex Stamos, iSEC Partners
Cloud computing has become an irresistible force in the IT industry, due to
the unbeatable efficiencies of warehouse-scale computing infrastructures
and the desire of businesses to reduce their CapEx on IT hardware. The most
pressing concerns still holding back companies from moving into a public or
semi-private cloud environment are security and compliance, and corporate
security groups are under pressure to provide solutions that allow their enterprises to benefit from cloud computing technologies while appropriately
managing risk.
In this talk, we will review several different cloud computing models and discuss the breakdown of security responsibility in each. We will then deconstruct the currently accepted models of enterprise IT and identify which security controls truly matter for most organizations and which are leftovers
from an earlier era of computing.
I will propose several architectures that are implementable in current public
cloud providers that provide equivalent or better assurance than traditional
IT stacks, and discuss which risks can and should be accepted as part of
the new computing paradigm. The talk will touch upon the technical benefits
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and limitations of user-based encryption, secure overlay networks and the
changes necessary to popular web platforms to provide security in a cloud
architecture. This talk is intended for attendees with enterprise architecture
or web development experience but all will benefit.
Unraveling Cross-Technology, Cross-Domain Trust Relations, Peleus Uhley,
Adobe
There are many methods for cross-domain communication in the browser
today. Developers began by using obscure channels, such as window names,
URL fragments and JSONP, to pass data across domains. Today, web browsers officially support cross-domain XHR and cross-domain messaging between frames. Plugins, such as Sun’s Java and Microsoft Silverlight, have
been adopting cross-domain models similar to Adobe Flash Player. All of
these communication channels can enable rich applications and, when misapplied, more complex cross-site attacks. Sites that layer these technologies
may unintentionally create transitive, cross-domain trust relationships. Recent attacks on popular websites were the result of mistakes in the deployment of cross-domain permissions.
This presentation will introduce the different technologies, discuss recent
real-world attacks and provide best practices for allowing cross-domain communication while still maintaining control of your data.
Real Time Application Defenses - The Reality of AppSensor & ESAPI, Michael Coates, Mozilla
Have you heard about AppSensor? The idea is simple and powerful: Enable
your application to detect attackers and block those attackers from the application before they find and exploit a vulnerability. This idea isn’t a substitution for secure application development practices; this is simply the next
step to enable your application to automatically defend itself against talented attackers.
During this talk we will address how you can protect your applications through
methods as simple as trend monitoring of URL request to the full-fledged usage of AppSensor via ESAPI integration. These techniques will allow your
application to identify malicious users that are probing for weaknesses and
provide the necessary infrastructure to remove these threats from the system. We will then look at a case study of how Mozilla is leveraging AppSensor
to protect web applications accessed by millions of users each day.
This talk is recommended for anyone concerned about how their application
would hold up against an advanced adversary and is looking to implement
proactive detection and prevention mechanisms to take their application’s
security to the next level.

Abstracts – Day 2
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Reducing Web application Vulnerabilities: Moving from a Test-Dependent to
Design-Driven development organization, Joe Basirico, Security Innovation
Poor security requirements and design choices can result in large problems
that have a cascading negative impact on the rest of your development process. If you want to create a secure web application, you have to get the
requirements and design right first. Although Implementation vulnerabilities
are higher in quantity, design vulnerabilities result in high impact, difficult to
fix vulnerabilities.
Because many organizations don’t know how to minimize vulnerabilities in
the early phases of development, they focus their efforts on pen testing.
This is a great way to assess the risk of vulnerabilities in your application
before deployment, but it should merely serve as a backstop to prove your
application was designed and developed with security best practices in mind.
This presentation will discuss how to apply security best practices in the requirements and design phases, which will yield efficiency gains and reduced
vulnerabilities throughout the lifecycle.
Session Management Security Tips and Tricks, Lars Ewe, Cenzic
While most of the security community is focused on researching flaws in web
applications, very little attention is given to the need for web applications to
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manage sessions securely. Some of the most severe vulnerabilities in web
applications can be introduced through insecure session management practices. Often session management vulnerabilities go overlooked and undetected even after applications reach production largely because the majority
of commercial and open source technologies do not effectively automate the
testing for session management security issues. Testing for session management vulnerabilities manually is both difficult and time consuming, and tends
to require a substantial amount of expertise on the part of the auditor.
This presentation will examine several types of session management vulnerabilities that are frequently present in production applications. Methods for
detecting these vulnerabilities through automated and manual assessment
techniques will also be discussed. The goal is to give the audience a thorough
overview of session management, session testing techniques, and strategies
for securing web application session management mechanisms.
The Dark Side of Twitter: Measuring and Analyzing Malicious Activity on
Twitter, Paul Judge, David Maynor, Daniel Peck, Barracuda Networks
Twitter obviously is a popular platform for communicating and exchanging
information. Its popularity, as well as the open API and platform, makes it
easy for attackers to exploit and use as a means for efficient distribution of
malicious activity. Barracuda Labs has been collecting Twitter data for more
than two years and has analyzed more than 40 million user accounts. In this
talk, we discuss our findings about the scale and history of malicious activity on Twitter. We measure the Twitter Crime Rate from its inception in 2006
to present day, and then demonstrate how attackers respond rapidly to the
large increases of users driven by celebrity attention on Twitter. We examine
the use of botnets in carrying out these attacks. We also review types of attacks that have been used on Twitter ranging from trending topics poisoning
to URL shortener-based attacks. The session then presents work towards
building a user-reputation system to statistically identify accounts that resemble fake attacker accounts.
Panel Discussion: Vulnerability Lifecycle for Software Vendors
From the time a software vulnerability gets discovered, to the time when
it is patched, a vulnerability goes through a whole lifecycle of its own. How
do security researchers/practitioners discover vulnerabilities? How and to
which organizations do they report them? What happens when a vulnerability impacts multiple vendors? Software vendors go through a wide range of
activities to produce patches quickly in order to protect their customers.
What choices do they face when vulnerabilities get reported to them?
The panel consists of companies representing all the stages of the vulnerability lifecycle: security research/penetration testing, vulnerability analysis,
coordination and reporting, and large software vendors. All panelists and
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the moderator have extensive experience in dealing first-hand with all of the
mentioned issues at their respective companies and are willing to share their
experiences with the rest of the industry.
Panelists:
• Kelly FitzGerald, Symantec
•

Katie Moussouris, Microsoft

•

John Stephen, Cigital

•

Daniel Holden, TippingPoint

Moderator: Edward Bonver, Symantec
Agile + Security = FAIL, Adrian Lane, Securiosis
Considering Agile development? Have you recently implemented an Agile
development process? Most likely you have heard how Agile development
techniques and processes have been saving your friends projects and keeping their customers happy. Increased visibility of web services, strong competitive forces and fickle customers really puts the pressure on development
teams to deliver. Mired within existing development processes you longingly
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wish for faster times to market, less bureaucratic overhead, more focus on
the key feature enhancements and minimize management interference for
pet projects. Agile can deliver all of these and more, but these advantages
come at a price. Transition from waterfall to Agile always leaves some tasks
behind, and secure code development is one of the casualties. Focusing on
the efficient delivery of features, textbook implementations of Agile comes
at the expense of secure software development, and pushes security verification and services _outside_ of the software. Systemic threat analysis, penetration testing, fuzzing, prioritization of security features and awareness
are problematic. In this presentation we will look at the common causes Agile
breaks secure software development, and make recommendations on how to
address the problems of process, prioritization and education.
Bug-Alcoholic 2.0 - Untamed World of Web Vulnerabilities,
Aditya K Sood, COSEINC
This talk sheds light on deterrent nature of world of web vulnerabilities. The
talk reflects our research including released and reported vulnerabilities in
the critical web enterprise applications and the website providing online services. The vulnerabilities detected in Oracle, Google, Scribd,Yahoo, Zimbra
etc could have potential impact on the user space in the online world. We will
be covering the browser inefficiencies and design flaws that favor the client
side vulnerabilities.The aim is to dissect the security issues in detail including
attack pattern and the responses provided by the vendors in patching these
vulnerabilities.
Escalating Privileges through Database Trusts, Scott Sutherland, Antti
Rantasaari NetSPI
Organizations commonly prioritize their application security assessments
based on the functions and data processed by the application. However,
when least privilege is not considered during application implementations,
sometimes the highest risk to the company can actually be the lowest-priority application. Many low-priority applications have weaker controls than
business-critical applications and often access databases that use shared
database service accounts. The service accounts can then be leveraged to
access critical application databases once the low-priority application has
been compromised. This discussion will focus on how low-priority applications combined with excessive privileges on database and service accounts
can lead to complete network compromise and sensitive data exposure.
Defining the Identity Management Framework, Richard Tychansky, Jim Molini, Hord Tipton, and Mike Kilroy
(ISC)2 has begun an effort to contribute to the OWASP Security Ecosystem
Project by plugging in Secure Software Development and Systems Engineering Architectural professionals into a collaborative network to define the
system requirements and functionality of a Identity Management Framework
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(IMF). The security thought leadership that thousands of professional bring
to the collaboration net will spawn the development of security and technology standards that will drive the secure deployment of vendor technology
and applications for healthcare, banking, and other sectors of the economy.
Presented will be an overview of the collaboration net and the security architecture and secure software development specifications for building a global
IMF.
Breaking Browsers: Hacking Auto-Complete, Jeremiah Grossman
Did you know that a malicious website, laced with JavaScript malware, can
steal other weisites’ passwords stored in Firefox’s password manager using
nothing but garden variety Cross-Site Scripting? How about JavaScript’s
ability to mine out HTML form auto-complete data in Internet Explorer 6 and
7 (about one-third of the Web), which could be used to reveal a user’s first
name, last name, aliases, email addresses, physical address, etc? What about
forcing Web browsers to evict all of their cookies—thereby automatically logging users out of all their current sessions, delete tracking cookies, and so
on?
Technically speaking, all of these Web hacking techniques and others are
publicly documented, only just not very well-known or advertised. For what-
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ever reason they’ve been ignored by the browser vendors and Web security
researchers. Time to bring them up to the surface.
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UC Irvine is the only school in the University of California system with a
dedicated school of Information and Computer Science. UC Irvine is an educational sponsor of OWASP as well. UC Irvine has had many graduates and
researchers who have played crucial roles in the computing industry including advancements in open source computing.
Among others, the list of doctorate graduates includes Roy Fielding, the inventor of HTTP 1.1 and co-founder of the Apache Foundation. Paul V. Mockapetris, the inventor of the Domain Name System (DNS) completed his PhD at
Irvine as well.
Notable current research includes Michael Franz, the leader of the TraceMonkey JavaScript compiler used in the popular Firefox browser as well as Gene
Tsudik’s work in Cryptography.
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Upcoming events

Global
OWASP App Brazil			

November

16-19

Regional
AppSec Ireland				September
AppSec Germany 2010			
October
Rochester Security Summit		
October
China Summit 2010			
October
LASCON (Austin Texas)			
October
AppSec DC 2010			
November
IBWAS, Portugal 			
November

17
20
20-21
20-23
29
08-11
11-12

For more information visit http://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:OWASP_AppSec_Conference

Practical Information
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Hyatt Regency Irvine
17900 Jamboree Road
Irvine, CA 92614 - US
Phone: 402-592-6464
Phone: 888-421-1442

Getting to the Conference

The official hotel, Hyatt, provides complimentary shuttle service to and from the airport, and has agreed to provide shuttle service to and from the conference:
http://irvine.hyatt.com/hyatt/hotels/services/transportation/index.jsp.
You should not need a rental car for conference related activities. Other hotels have
UCI negotiated rates, and some provide shuttle service:
http://snap.uci.edu/viewXmlFile.jsp?resourceID=259

UCI parking information and campus maps are here and rate structure here (8$
per day)
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Practical Information

Shuttle Service
Super Shuttle: (877) 300-4VAN
Prime Time: (800) REDVANS
Both companies provide limo services too
FlyAway (http://www.lawa.org/flyaway/) provides bus service to the
Irvine train station from LAX. From there, you can take a taxi to the hotel.

Taxi
Yellow Cab: (949) 263-8888
Super Taxi Cab: (949) 784-2575
Yellow Cab Irvine: (949) 222-1050

Price for Transportation to Major Airports
To/From John Wayne
Hyatt provides complementary courtesy shuttles
Taxi: around US$8.00

To/From Long Beach
Shuttle: US$37.00
Taxi: around US$55.00

Practical Information

To/From Los Angeles
Shuttle: around US$32.00, US$9.00 each additional party

Complimentary Irvine Shopping Shuttle

Hyatt offers complimentary shuttles to local shopping venues based
upon availability. See the front desk for details.
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Organization
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•

OWASP Los Angeles, Orange County (OC)

•

UC Irvine

Organizing committee
Tin Zaw, Los Angeles Chapter Leader
Cassio Goldschmidt, Chapter Board Member
Richard Greenberg, Chapter Board Member
Neil Matatall, OC Chapter Leader
Kate Hartmann, OWASP Operations Director

Program Committee
Edward Bonver, Symantec
Stuart Schwartz, Symantec
Kelly FitzGerald, Symantec
Doug Mechaber
OWASP AppSec USA 2010 logo was designed by Alex Vaz
Capture The Flag competition is organized by Martin Knobloch, Software Architect at
Sogeti Nederland B.V. and active member of OWASP.org
Special thanks to ISSA-LA, ISSA international, EC Council, (ISC)2, ISACA-LA, Mozzila
Foundation
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Notes

